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TEXT OF THE RESOLUTIONS

AGENDA
I.

RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED TO THE ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

II.

Reading of the Board of Directors’ Management Report and presentation by the Board of Directors of
the financial statements and operations for the year ended 31 December 2019,
Reading of the Statutory Auditor’s general report on the performance of its assignment during the year
ended 31 December 2019,
Reading of the Statutory Auditor’s special report on the agreements referred to in Articles L. 225-38 et
seq. of the French Commercial Code,
Approval of the parent company financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2019 (Resolution
No. 1),
Approval of the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2019 (Resolution
No. 2),
Appropriation of the result for the year ended 31 December 2019 (Resolution No. 3),
Review of the agreements referred to in Articles L. 225-38 et seq. of the French Commercial Code
(Resolution No. 4),
Discharge to the Board of Directors (Resolution No. 5),
Authorisation for the Company to buy back its own shares (Resolution No. 6),
Terms of office of the members of the Board of Directors (Resolution No. 7),
Terms of office of the Statutory Auditors (Resolution No. 8),
Amount of remuneration allocated to members of the Board of Directors for the year ended 31
December 2019 (Resolution No. 9),
Amount of remuneration to be allocated to members of the Board of Directors from 1 January 2020
(Resolution No. 10),
Powers for formalities (Resolution No. 11).
RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED TO THE EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

•
•
•
•

Reading of the Board of Directors’ report to the Extraordinary General Meeting,
Reading of the Statutory Auditor’s special reports,
Amendment of Article 19 of the Company’s Articles of Association to allow general meetings to be held
exclusively by videoconference (Resolution No. 12),
Delegation of authority granted to the Board of Directors for the purpose of allocating free shares,
existing or new, for the benefit of employees of the Company and of related companies and corporate
officers (Resolution No. 13),

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Delegation of authority granted to the Board of Directors for the purpose of granting options to subscribe
for and/or purchase shares of the Company, to corporate officers and employees of the Company or of
companies in the group, involving the waiver by shareholders of their preferential subscription right to
shares issued following the exercise of subscription options (Resolution No. 14),
Overall limit on delegations relating to free shares and subscription or purchase options (Resolution
No. 15),
Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary shares of the
Company and/or transferable securities giving access to the share capital of the Company, with
cancellation of shareholders’ preferential subscription rights in favour of specific categories of persons
(Resolution No. 16),
Delegation of authority granted to the Board of Directors for the purpose of increasing the share capital
by issuing ordinary shares or securities giving access to ordinary shares to be issued by the Company
immediately or in the future in consideration for contributions in kind within the limit of 10% of the share
capital, except in the case of a public exchange offer initiated by the Company (Resolution No. 17),
Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary shares and/or
transferable securities giving immediate and/or deferred access to the capital of the Company, with
cancellation of shareholders’ preferential subscription rights and public offerings (Resolution No. 18),
Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary shares of the
Company and/or transferable securities giving access to the share capital of the Company, with
preferential subscription rights (Resolution No. 19),
Authorisation to the Board of Directors, in the event of a capital increase, with or without shareholders’
preferential subscription rights, to increase the number of securities to be issued (Resolution No. 20),
Overall ceiling on delegations of authority (Resolution No. 21),
Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary shares and/or
securities giving access to the Company’s capital for the benefit of members of a company savings plan
(Resolution No. 22),
Powers for formalities (Resolution No. 23).
Text of the resolutions

•

RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED TO THE ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

First resolution (Approval of the parent company financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2019) –
The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, having read
(i) the Board of Directors’ Management Report for the year ended 31 December 2019, (ii) the Board of Directors’
report to the General Meeting and (iii) the Statutory Auditor’s general report on the parent company financial
statements for the year ended 31 December 2019,
approves the operations as reflected in the annual financial statements or summarised in those reports, as well
as the parent company financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2019 as presented by the Board of
Directors, and which show a net accounting loss of 7,045,325 euros.
The General Meeting notes that no expenditure such as referred to in Articles 39-4 and 223 quater of the French
General Tax Code was recorded during the year.
Second resolution (Approval of the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2019) –
The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, having read
(i) the Board of Directors’ Management Report for the year ended 31 December 2019, (ii) the Board of Directors’

report to the General Meeting and (iii) the Statutory Auditor’s general report on the consolidated financial
statements for the year ended 31 December 2019, approves the operations as reflected in the consolidated
financial statements or summarised in those reports, as well as the consolidated financial statements for the year
ended 31 December 2019 as presented by the Board of Directors, and which show a loss of 6,558,000 euros.
Third resolution (Appropriation of the result for the year ended 31 December 2019) – The General Meeting,
ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, having read (i) the Board of
Directors’ report to the General Meeting and (ii) the Statutory Auditor’s general report, resolves to allocate the
net accounting loss of 7,045,325 euros for the year ended 31 December 2019 to the retained earnings account,
which now represents a debit amount of 47,696,285 euros, and resolves not to pay a dividend for the year.
The General Meeting notes that no dividends have been paid in respect of the past three financial years.
Fourth resolution (Review of the agreements referred to in Articles L. 225-38 et seq. of the French Commercial
Code) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings,
having read the Statutory Auditor’s special report on the agreements falling under Articles L.225-38 et seq. of the
French Commercial Code, approves and/or ratifies the conclusions of said report and the agreements
mentioned therein pursuant to the provisions of Articles L. 225-38 and L. 225-42 of the French Commercial Code.
Fifth resolution (Discharge to the Board of Directors) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and
majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, accordingly gives full and unreserved discharge to the Board of
Directors of the Company.
Sixth resolution (Authorisation for the Company to buy back its own shares) – The General Meeting, ruling
under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, having read the Board of Directors’
report, authorises the Board, with the power to sub-delegate under the conditions provided for in Articles L. 225209 et seq. of the French Commercial Code, to purchase shares of the Company as part of a share buyback
programme.
The Meeting resolves that:
-

the maximum purchase price per share (excluding fees) is set at 12 euros; and
the maximum amount of funds used for the implementation of this share buyback programme may not
exceed 200,000 euros.

The General Meeting delegates to the Board of Directors, with the power to sub-delegate under the conditions
provided for in Article L. 225-209 of the French Commercial Code, in the event of a change in the par value of the
share, a capital increase by incorporation of reserves, free allocation of shares, division or consolidation of
securities, distribution of reserves or any other asset, amortisation of capital or any other capital transaction, the
power to adjust the aforementioned purchase price to take into account the impact of such transactions on the
value of the share.
The General Meeting resolves that the Company’s share purchases may relate to a number of shares such that:
- the maximum number of shares that may be purchased pursuant to this authorisation shall not exceed
10% of the total number of shares comprising the share capital of the Company and, as regards
purchases made with a view to holding and subsequently delivering shares in payment or exchange as
part of a merger, spin-off or transfer, 5% of the total number of shares comprising the share capital of
the Company, it being specified that (i) such ceilings apply to an amount of the share capital of the
Company that will, where necessary, be adjusted to take into account capital transactions after this
Meeting and, (ii) when the shares are purchased to promote liquidity under the conditions defined by the
General Regulation of the Autorité des Marchés Financiers, the number of shares taken into account for

-

the calculation of the aforementioned 10% ceiling corresponds to the number of shares purchased less
the number of shares sold for the duration of the authorisation; and
the purchases made by the Company may not in any case result in it holding, at any time whatsoever,
directly or indirectly, more than 10% of its share capital.

The purpose of this authorisation is to allow the Company to pursue the following objectives, while complying with
the applicable legal and regulatory provisions:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

hold the shares of the Company that have been purchased and subsequently deliver them in
exchange or payment for acquisitions, in compliance with stock market regulations;
deliver shares upon the exercise of rights attached to securities giving access to the Company’s
capital;
allocate shares to employees or corporate officers of the Company and its subsidiaries under the
conditions set by and in accordance with the procedures provided by law, in particular for the
allocation of free shares, profit sharing, stock option plans or company savings plans;
ensure liquidity and manage the secondary market for the Company’s securities, such management
being carried out by an investment services provider acting within the framework of a liquidity
contract compliant with the code of ethics recognised by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers;
cancel all or part of the securities bought back,
fulfil any other purpose authorised or that comes to be authorised by law, or recognised or that
comes to be recognised as a market practice by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers; in such
cases, the Company would inform its shareholders by way of a press release.

The Meeting resolves that such purchase, sale, exchange or transfer transactions may be carried out by any
means, i.e. on a regulated market, on a multilateral trading facility, through a systematic internaliser or over the
counter, including by the purchase or sale of blocks, or by the use of financial instruments, in particular derivative
financial instruments traded in a regulated market or in a multilateral trading system, through a systematic
internaliser or over the counter, or by the use of warrants, under the conditions authorised by the laws and
regulations in force on the date of the relevant transactions and at the times that the Board of Directors of the
Company or the person acting on the delegation of the Board of Directors shall decide. The maximum share of
the share capital purchased or transferred in the form of blocks of shares may cover the entire programme.
The General Meeting resolves that such transactions may take place at any time, in compliance with the
regulations in force, including during the period of a public offer initiated by the Company or targeting its shares,
subject to the legal and regulatory provisions applicable in such matters.
In addition, the Meeting grants all powers to the Board of Directors, with the power to sub-delegate under the
conditions provided for in Article L. 225-209 of the French Commercial Code, to decide on and implement this
authorisation, to specify, where necessary, the terms, and notably to place all orders on the stock market or offmarket, allocate or reassign the shares purchased to the various objectives pursued pursuant to the applicable
legal and regulatory provisions, conclude all agreements with a view notably to the keeping of records of share
purchases and sales, carry out all formalities and file all declarations with all bodies, in particular the Autorité des
Marchés Financiers, and generally, do all necessary for the purpose of carrying out the transactions performed
pursuant to this authorisation.
The General Meeting also confers all powers to the Board of Directors, if the law or the Autorité des Marchés
Financiers were to extend or supplement the objectives authorised for share buyback programmes, in order to
bring to the knowledge of the public, in accordance with the applicable legal and regulatory provisions, any
modifications to the programme as regards the modified objectives.
This authorisation is granted for a period of 18 months from the date of this Meeting.
Seventh resolution (Terms of office of the members of the Board of Directors) – The General Meeting, ruling
under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, and noting that the terms of office as

members of the Board of Directors of Graham Mullis, James Wakefield, Anthony Dyer, Ed Snape and Juliet
Thompson expire on this day,
resolves to renew the terms of office as members of the Board of Directors of Graham Mullis, James Wakefield,
Anthony Dyer, Ed Snape and Juliet Thompson for periods of three years expiring at the end of the Ordinary
General Meeting to be held in 2023 to approve the financial statements for the previous year.
Eighth resolution (Terms of office of the Statutory Auditors) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum
and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, notes, as needed, and for the purpose of the completion of
formalities with the Commercial Court of Versailles, that:
-

the Combined General Meeting of 11 June 2018 resolved to renew on the one hand the term of office of
incumbent Statutory Auditor of DELOITTE & ASSOCIES and on the other hand the term of office of
alternate Statutory Auditor of BEAS for periods of six years expiring at the end of the Ordinary General
Meeting to be held in 2024 to rule on the financial statements of the prior year,

-

the Combined General Meeting of 11 June 2018 resolved not to renew the term of office of André &
Associés and ABAC Actalis, which had expired.

Ninth resolution (Amount of remuneration allocated to members of the Board of Directors for the year ended 31
December 2019) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general
meetings, having deliberated and having read the Board of Directors’ report, resolves to ratify the amount of
annual remuneration paid to directors for 2019 year, namely the sum of 211,464 euros.
Tenth resolution (Amount of remuneration to be allocated to members of the Board of Directors from 1 January
2020) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings,
having deliberated and having read the Board of Directors’ report, resolves to set, as from 1 January 2020, the
maximum annual aggregate amount of remuneration to be allocated to members of the Board of Directors at
260,000 pounds sterling or 287,000 euros, the greater of the two amounts being chosen on the basis of the
exchange rate applicable as of 29 September 2020.
The General Meeting authorises the Board of Directors to distribute all or part of this sum among its members
according to the terms it will set.
This decision applicable to the current financial year will be maintained until a further decision.
Eleventh resolution (Powers for formalities) – The General Meeting gives full powers to the bearer of the
original, a copy or an extract of these minutes to complete all legal formalities.

•

RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED TO THE EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

Twelfth resolution (Amendment of Article 19 of the Company’s Articles of Association) – The General Meeting,
ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of ordinary general meetings, having read the Board of Directors’
report,
resolves to modify Article 19 of the Company’s Articles of Association, “General Meetings”, to align it with the
latest reforms in company law and notably to allow, in the future, ordinary and extraordinary general meetings to
be held exclusively by videoconference or by other means of telecommunication allowing shareholders to be
identified.
Consequently, the General Meeting resolves to modify the beginning of Article 19 “General Meetings” as follows:
“General meetings are called and organised in accordance with the conditions required by law.
When the company wishes to use electronic telecommunications instead of postal means to send the
notice of meeting, it must firstly obtain the consent of the shareholders concerned, who will supply their
e-mail address.
The meetings will take place at the head office or any other venue specified in the meeting invitation.
The right to participate in the meeting is governed by the applicable legal and statutory provisions, and is
subject in particular to the shares being registered in the account in the name of the shareholder or the
intermediary registered on its behalf on the third working day preceding the meeting at zero hours Paris
time, or in the registered share accounts maintained by the Company, or in the bearer share account
maintained by the authorised intermediary.
If he does not wish to or is unable to personally attend the meeting, the shareholder may choose
between one of the following three options:
- Issue a proxy in accordance with the conditions authorised by law and by the applicable regulations,
- Vote by post,
- Vote by electronic means, or
- Send a proxy to the company with no indication of the authorised representative, in accordance with
the conditions stipulated by law and by the applicable regulations.
The Board of Directors may organise, under the conditions provided for by law and the regulations in
force:
- the participation and voting of certain shareholders in meetings by videoconference or by other
means of telecommunication allowing their identification,
- the holding of ordinary and extraordinary general meetings exclusively by videoconference or by
other means of telecommunication allowing shareholders to be identified,
in both cases, the Company shall set up a site exclusively dedicated to such purposes.
However, for the extraordinary general meetings referred to in Article L. 225-96 of the French
Commercial Code, one or more shareholders representing at least 5% of the share capital may object to
the exclusive use of attendance by videoconferencing or by other means of telecommunication allowing
shareholders to be identified.
This right of opposition is exercised following the completion of formalities for calling meetings, in
accordance with the provisions of Article R. 225-61-3 of the French Commercial Code, within seven days
from the publication of the meeting notice provided for in Article R. 225-67 or the dispatch of such notice
in the forms provided for in Article R. 225-61-2.

In the event that this right is exercised, the company shall notify shareholders by ordinary letter or by email, no later than forty-eight hours before the meeting is held, that the meeting will not be held
exclusively by electronic means.
If the Board of Directors decides to exercise one of these options for a given meeting, the said decision
by the board will be recorded in the meeting notice and/or invitation. The shareholders participating in
meetings held by video-conferencing or by the other telecommunication methods mentioned above as
per the board's decision, will be considered as being present when calculating the quorum and majority.”
The rest of Article 19 is unchanged.
Thirteenth resolution (Delegation of authority granted to the Board of Directors for the purpose of allocating free
shares, existing or new, for the benefit of employees of the Company and of related companies and corporate
officers) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general
meetings, having read the Board of Directors’ report and the Statutory Auditor’s special report, ruling within the
framework of Articles L. 225-197-1 et seq. of the French Commercial Code:
1. delegates to the Board of Directors, with the option of sub-delegation, its powers to allocate, on one or more
occasions, existing or new Company shares free of charge to:
- members of the Company’s salaried workforce or certain of them;
- members of the salaried workforce of companies of which at least 10% of the capital and voting rights
are held, directly or indirectly, by the Company;
- the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Chief Executive Officer and/or the Deputy Chief Executive
Officers of the Company or companies of which at least 10% of the capital and voting rights are held,
directly or indirectly, by the Company;
2. resolves that, subject to compliance with the overall ceiling referred to in the fifteenth resolution, if it is adopted,
the total number of free shares granted under this delegation may not exceed 3% of the capital as of the date of
their allocation, it being specified that in any event, the total number of free shares allocated may not exceed 10%
of the share capital as of the date of their allocation;
3. resolves that the free shares granted under this resolution must be acquired by the Company, if applicable,
within the framework of the share buyback programme covered by the sixth resolution above or any share
buyback programme applicable previously or subsequently.
4. resolves that the allocation of shares to their beneficiaries will be definitive at the end of a vesting period of at
least one (1) year;
5. resolves that the allocation period may be shortened in the event of disability of the beneficiary corresponding
to classification in the second or third of the categories provided for in Article L. 341-4 of the French Social
Security Code;
6. resolves that a holding period of the shares by the beneficiaries may be established;
7. notes that the shares will nevertheless be freely transferable in the event of disability of the beneficiary
corresponding to their classification in the aforementioned categories of the French Social Security Code;
8. notes that the cumulative duration of the vesting period and the holding period will be at least two (2) years;
9. notes that, if the allocation relates to new shares, this authorisation automatically entails, in favour of the
beneficiaries of the shares allocated free of charge, the waiver by shareholders of their preferential subscription
right;

10. notes that, for shares allocated to the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Chief Executive Officer and/or
the Deputy Chief Executive Officers, the Board of Directors must either decide that such shares may not be sold
by the interested parties before the termination of their office, or set the quantity of such shares that they are
required to keep in registered form until the termination of their office;
11. grants, as necessary, all powers to the Board of Directors, with the option of subdelegation under the
conditions provided for by law and regulations, to implement this resolution and this authorisation, and in
particular to:
- set the conditions and, where applicable, the criteria for the allocation of ordinary shares;
- set, under the prevailing legal conditions and limits, the dates on which free allocations will be made;
- decide on the date, even retroactive, from which newly issued ordinary shares will enjoy dividend rights;
- determine the identity of the beneficiaries, the number of ordinary shares allocated to each of them and
the terms governing the allocation of ordinary shares;
- determine whether the free shares are to be new or existing;
- in the event of the allocation of existing shares, perform or cause to be performed all acts and formalities
to proceed with the buyback of existing shares;
- in the event of the allocation of new shares, to make the capital increases, determine the nature and
amounts of the sums necessary for the payment of said shares, record the completion of the Company’s
capital increases resulting from the free allocation of new shares and make the corresponding
amendments to the Articles of Association;
- set, where appropriate, the conditions under which the number of ordinary shares allocated will be
adjusted in order to preserve the rights of beneficiaries, depending on any transactions bearing on the
Company’s capital, it being specified that the shares allocated pursuant to such adjustments will be
deemed granted on the same day as the shares initially granted; and
- more generally, enter into all agreements, draw up all documents, carry out all formalities and make all
declarations to all organisations and do whatever is otherwise necessary;
11. notes that a special report must inform the General Meeting each year of transactions carried out under the
provisions of Articles L 225-197-1 to L. 225-197-3 of the French Commercial Code, in accordance with Article
L. 225-197-4 of the French Commercial Code;
12. sets the duration of this authorisation at thirty-eight (38) months from this date; and
13. notes that this authorisation cancels any previous authorisation with the same purpose.
Fourteenth resolution (Delegation of authority granted to the Board of Directors for the purpose of granting
options to subscribe for and/or purchase shares of the Company, to corporate officers and employees of the
Company or of companies in the group, involving the waiver by shareholders of their preferential subscription
right to shares issued following the exercise of subscription options) – The General Meeting, ruling under the
quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general meetings, having deliberated and having read the Board
of Directors’ report and the Statutory Auditor’s special report, in accordance with the provisions of Articles L. 225177 et seq. of the French Commercial Code,
1. delegates to the Board of Directors, with the option of sub-delegation, its powers to grant, on one or more
occasions, options to subscribe for or purchase shares of the Company, for the benefit of employees or corporate
officers of the Company or French or foreign companies or groups linked to it within the meaning of Article L. 225180 of the French Commercial Code or certain categories of them.
2. resolves that, subject to compliance with the overall limit referred to in the fifteenth resolution, if it is adopted,
the total number of options that may be granted under this resolution may not give the right to subscribe for or
purchase a total number of shares representing more than 3% of the share capital on the date of the decision of
their allocation by the Board of Directors, it being specified that in any event, (i) the total number of subscription
options not yet exercised may not give the right to subscribe for a number of shares exceeding one-third of the
share capital in accordance with Articles L. 225-182 and R. 225-143 of the French Commercial Code and that (ii)

in the case of shares previously held by the company, the limit of 10% of the total of its own shares that a
company is entitled to own in accordance with Article L. 225-210 of the Commercial Code applies indirectly.
3. resolves that the shares that may be obtained by exercising the stock options granted under this resolution
must be acquired by the Company, if applicable, within the framework of the share buyback programme covered
by the sixth resolution above pursuant to Article L. 225-209 of the French Commercial Code or any share
buyback programme applicable previously or subsequently.
4. notes that this authorisation automatically entails, for the benefit of the beneficiaries of stock options, the
waiver by shareholders of their preferential subscription right to ordinary shares be issued on the basis of this
authorisation.
5. resolves that the exercise price of the options granted under this resolution will be set by the Board of Directors
under the conditions laid down in Article L. 225-177 of the French Commercial Code.
6. resolves that the options allocated must be exercised within a maximum period of 10 years from the date of
their allocation by the Board of Directors.
7. grants, as necessary, all powers to the Board of Directors, with the option of subdelegation under the
conditions provided for by law and regulations, to implement this resolution and this authorisation, and in
particular to:
- set, under the legal conditions and limits, the dates on which the options are granted;
- determine the list of beneficiaries of options, the number of options allocated to each of them, the terms
of the allocation and exercise of options;
- set the conditions for exercising the options and in particular limiting, restricting or prohibiting (a) the
exercise of the options (in particular, where applicable, providing for presence or performance conditions
to be met) or (b) the sale of the shares obtained by exercising options during certain periods or as from
the date of certain events; such decision (i) relating to either all or part of the options and (ii) concerning
either all or part of the beneficiaries;
- set the conditions under which the price and/or the number of shares to be subscribed for or purchased
will be adjusted in the cases provided for by law; and
- in the event options to subscribe are granted, to make the capital increases, determine the nature and
amounts of the sums necessary for the payment of said shares, record the completion of the Company’s
capital increases resulting from the exercise of such stock options and make the corresponding
amendments to the Articles of Association;
- more generally, enter into all agreements, draw up all documents, record all capital increases following
the exercise of options, modify the Articles of Association accordingly, if necessary, carry out all
formalities and all declarations to all bodies and do whatever is otherwise necessary.
8. notes that a special report must inform the General Meeting each year of transactions carried out under the
provisions of this resolution,
9. sets the duration of this authorisation at thirty-eight (38) months from this date; and
10. notes that this authorisation cancels any previous authorisation with the same purpose.
Fifteenth resolution (Overall limit on delegations relating to free shares and subscription or purchase options) –
The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general meetings, having
deliberated, resolves that the total amount of the capital increases that may be carried out immediately and/or in
the future by virtue of the thirteenth and fourteenth resolutions of this Meeting may not exceed 3% of the capital
on the date of allocation of the free shares or of the stock options, as the case may be.

Sixteenth resolution (Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary shares
of the Company and/or transferable securities giving access to the share capital of the Company, with
cancellation of shareholders’ preferential subscription rights in favour of specific categories of persons) – The
General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general meetings, having
deliberated and having read the Board of Directors’ report and the Statutory Auditor’s special report, in
accordance with Articles L. 225-129 to L. 225-129-6, L. 225-135, L. 225-138, L. 228-91 et seq. of the French
Commercial Code,
1. Delegates to the Board of Directors, with the power to sub-delegate, its power to decide to issue, without
preferential subscription rights, on one or more occasions, in the proportions and at the times of its choosing, both
in France and internationally, ordinary shares or any other transferable securities giving access to the capital of
the Company, said transferable securities being able to be issued in euros, in foreign currency or in any monetary
unit established by reference to several currencies, said shares conferring the same rights as existing shares,
subject to the date of their dividend rights;
2. Resolves that the Board of Directors may set the rights to the shares and/or securities giving access to the
capital of the Company; however, it resolves that any issue of preference shares and securities giving access to
preference shares is expressly excluded;
3. Resolves that the nominal amount of the capital increases that may be carried out by virtue of this delegation,
immediately or in the future, may not exceed a total nominal amount of 941,683.31 euros, or its equivalent in
foreign currency, it being specified that this amount will be deducted from the overall nominal ceiling of
1,082,935.80 euros provided for in the twenty-first resolution and that this amount does not take into account the
adjustments that may be made in accordance with the applicable legal and regulatory provisions and, where
applicable, the contractual stipulations providing for other cases of adjustment, to preserve the rights of the
holders of transferable securities or other rights giving access to the capital;
4. Resolves to cancel shareholders’ preferential subscription rights to the securities that are the subject of this
resolution and to reserve shares and other securities issued pursuant to this resolution for the benefit of
categories of beneficiaries having one of the following characteristics, namely:
Natural persons, corporations or French or foreign investment funds investing primarily, or having
invested more than 2.5 million euros during the 36 months preceding the issue in question, in the life
sciences or technologies sectors,
and/or
Strategic or financial partners of the Company, located in France or internationally, having concluded or
being in the process of concluding one or more commercial (development, co-development, distribution,
manufacturing, etc.) or financing partnerships or agreements with the Company (or a subsidiary) and/or
one or more companies that such partners control, that control such partners or that are controlled by
the same person(s) as such partners, directly or indirectly, within the meaning of Article L. 233-3 of the
French Commercial Code,
and/or
Any credit institution, investment service provider or member of an investment banking syndicate or any
company or any investment fund undertaking to underwrite the completion of the capital increase or any
issue that may result ultimately in a capital increase that may be carried out by virtue of this delegation in
the context of the establishment of a line of equity financing.
5. Takes note that if subscriptions are not sufficient to cover the entire issue of shares or securities, the Board of
Directors may limit the amount of the transaction to the amount of subscriptions received;

6. Notes that this delegation automatically entails the waiver by shareholders of their preferential subscription
right to shares or securities giving access to the capital to which these securities entitle holders immediately or in
the future in favour of holders of securities issued pursuant to this resolution and giving access to the capital of
the Company;
7. Resolves that the issue price of the shares issued pursuant to this delegation must be at least equal to the
volume-weighted average share price chosen from a period comprising between five and thirty consecutive
trading sessions among the thirty trading sessions preceding the setting of the issue price, possibly reduced by a
maximum discount of 20%, after adjustment of this amount as needed to take into account the difference in
dividend rights;
8. Resolves that the issue price of the securities giving access to the capital must be such that the sum received
immediately by the Company, plus, where applicable, that likely to be received subsequently by it, for each share
issued as a result of the issue of these other securities, is at least equal to the issue price defined in the
paragraph above;
9. Resolves that the Board of Directors shall have all powers to implement this delegation of authority and, in
particular, to:
-

decide to issue securities, set the terms and conditions of transactions, determine the form and
characteristics of the securities to be issued and set the subscription conditions, the terms of their
payment, the date from which they carry dividend rights (which may be retroactive), the terms pursuant
to which the securities issued on the basis of this delegation will give access to ordinary shares of the
Company;

-

suspend, where necessary, the exercise of the rights attached to such securities for a maximum period
of three (3) months;

-

draw up the list of the beneficiary or beneficiaries of the cancellation of the preferential subscription right
within the categories defined in paragraph 4 of this resolution as well as the number of shares or
securities allocated to each of them;

-

charge the amount relating to these capital increases to “share premiums” and draw from the same
account, if it deems it appropriate, the sums required to bring the legal reserve to one-tenth of the new
share capital after each issue;

-

note the completion of the capital increase, make the corresponding modification of the Articles of
Association and perform, directly or through an agent, all operations and formalities related to the capital
increases carried out pursuant to this authorisation;

-

take all measures and perform all the requisite formalities for the admission of the securities thus issued
to trading on Euronext Growth Paris and any other market on which the Company’s shares may then be
listed,

10. Takes note of the fact that, in the event that the Board of Directors uses the delegation of authority conferred
on it in this resolution, the Board of Directors, in accordance with the legal and regulatory provisions, will report on
the use made of the authorisations granted in this resolution to the next Ordinary General Meeting; and
11. The delegation thus granted to the Board of Directors is valid for a period of 18 months from the date of this
meeting.
Seventeenth resolution (Delegation of authority granted to the Board of Directors for the purpose of increasing
the share capital by issuing ordinary shares or securities giving access to ordinary shares to be issued by the
Company immediately or in the future in consideration for contributions in kind within the limit of 10% of the share

capital, except in the case of a public exchange offer initiated by the Company) – The General Meeting, ruling
under the quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general meetings, having deliberated and having read
the Board of Directors’ report and the Statutory Auditor’s special report, in accordance with the provisions of
Articles L. 225-129 et seq. of the French Commercial Code, and in particular Articles L. 225-129-2 and L. 225147, and the provisions of Articles L. 228-91 et seq. of the French Commercial Code,
1. Delegates to the Board of Directors, with the option of subdelegation under the conditions provided for by law,
its power to decide, on the report of the contribution auditor(s), on one or more occasions, to issue, in France
and/or internationally, in euros or in foreign currency, or in any other monetary unit established by reference to
several currencies, ordinary shares of the Company and/or securities giving access by any means, immediately
and/or in the future, to ordinary shares to be issued by the Company, in a maximum amount of 10% of the share
capital (as it exists on the date of the transaction), in order to remunerate contributions in kind granted to the
Company and comprising equity securities or securities giving access to the capital, when the provisions of Article
L. 225-148 of the French Commercial Code are not applicable.
2. Resolves that the Board of Directors may set the rights to the shares and/or securities giving access to the
capital of the Company; however, it resolves that any issue of preference shares and securities giving access to
preference shares is expressly excluded;
3. Resolves that the nominal amount of the capital increases that may be carried out by virtue of this delegation,
immediately or in the future, (i) may not exceed 10% of the Company’s capital (as it exists on the date of the
transaction) and (ii) may not exceed a total nominal amount of 941,683.31 euros, or its equivalent in foreign
currency, it being specified that this amount will be deducted from the overall nominal ceiling of 1,082,935.80
euros provided for in the twenty-first resolution and that this amount does not take into account the adjustments
that may be made in accordance with the applicable legal and regulatory provisions and, where applicable, the
contractual stipulations providing for other cases of adjustment, to preserve the rights of the holders of
transferable securities or other rights giving access to the capital;
4. Acknowledges the absence of preferential subscription rights for shareholders to the shares or marketable
securities thus issued and that this delegation thus entails the waiver by shareholders of their preferential
subscription right to the Company’s shares to which the transferable securities that would be issued on the basis
of this delegation may entitle them.
5. Resolves that the Board of Directors shall have all powers, with the power to sub-delegate under the conditions
provided by law, to implement this resolution and, in particular, to:
-

rule, on the report of the contribution auditor(s) mentioned in the 1st and 2nd paragraphs of Article
L. 225-147 of the French Commercial Code, on the valuation of the contributions and the granting of any
special advantages;

-

draw up the list of equity securities or securities tendered for exchange, set the exchange ratio and,
where applicable, the amount of the cash balance to be paid;

-

determine the dates and terms of issue, in particular the price and the possibly retroactive date of
dividend rights, of the new shares and/or, where applicable, of the securities giving immediate and/or
deferred access to the Company’s shares;

-

charge, where applicable, the costs of capital increases to the amount of contribution premiums relating
to such contributions and, if it deems it appropriate, deduct from this amount the sums necessary to
bring the allocation of the legal reserve to one-tenth of the new share capital after each issue;

-

take all necessary measures intended to protect the rights of holders of securities or other rights giving
access to the capital, in accordance with legal and regulatory provisions and, where applicable,
contractual provisions providing for other cases of adjustment;

-

note the completion of the capital increase, make the corresponding modification of the Articles of
Association and perform, directly or through an agent, all operations and formalities related to the capital
increases carried out pursuant to this authorisation;

-

take all measures and perform all the requisite formalities for the admission of the securities thus issued
to trading on Euronext Growth Paris and any other market on which the Company’s shares may then be
listed,

6. Resolves that this delegation is granted for a period of 26 months, and terminates, with immediate effect, any
previous delegation with the same purpose.
7. The Board of Directors may, within the limits it has set beforehand, subdelegate the power conferred on it
under this resolution.
8. Each year, the Board of Directors will inform the General Meeting of the transactions carried out under this
resolution.
Eighteenth resolution (Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary
shares and/or transferable securities giving immediate and/or deferred access to the capital of the Company, with
cancellation of shareholders’ preferential subscription rights and public offerings) – The General Meeting, ruling
under the quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general meetings, having deliberated and having read
the Board of Directors’ report and the Statutory Auditor’s special report, in accordance with the provisions of
Articles L. 225-129, L. 225-129-2, L. 225-129-4, L. 225-135, L. 225-136 and L. 228-91 et seq. of the French
Commercial Code:
1. Delegates to the Board of Directors, with the power to sub-delegate, its power to decide to issue, without
preferential subscription rights, by way of a public offering, on one or more occasions, in the proportions and at
the times of its choosing, both in France and internationally, ordinary shares of the Company or equity securities
giving access to other equity securities or entitling holders to the allocation of debt securities, and/or transferable
securities (notably including all debt securities) giving access to equity securities of the Company, said
transferable securities being able to be issued in euros, in foreign currency or in any monetary unit established by
reference to several currencies, said shares conferring the same rights as existing shares, subject to the date of
their dividend rights;
2. Resolves that issues that may be performed pursuant to this resolution may be carried out by way of public
offerings;
3. Resolves that the nominal amount of the capital increases that may be carried out by virtue of this delegation of
authority, immediately or in the future, may not exceed a total nominal amount of 941,683.31 euros, it being
specified that this amount will be deducted from the overall nominal ceiling of 1,082,935.80 euros provided for in
the twenty-first resolution of this Meting and that this amount does not take into account the adjustments that may
be made in accordance with the applicable legal and regulatory provisions and, where applicable, the contractual
stipulations providing for other cases of adjustment, to preserve the rights of the holders of transferable securities
or other rights giving access to the capital;
4. Resolves to cancel shareholders’ preferential subscription rights to the securities to be issued by the Company
by virtue of this delegation of authority;
5. Takes note that if subscriptions are not sufficient to cover the entire issue of shares or securities, the Board of
Directors may limit the amount of the transaction to the amount of subscriptions received;
6. Notes that this delegation automatically entails the waiver by shareholders of their preferential subscription
right to shares or securities giving access to the capital to which these securities entitle holders immediately or in

the future in favour of holders of securities issued pursuant to this resolution and giving access to the capital of
the Company;
7. Resolves that the issue price of the shares issued pursuant to this delegation must be at least equal to the
volume-weighted average share price chosen from a period comprising between five and thirty consecutive
trading sessions among the thirty trading sessions preceding the setting of the issue price, possibly reduced by a
maximum discount of 20%, after adjustment of this amount as needed to take into account the difference in
dividend rights;
8. Resolves that the issue price of the securities giving access to the capital must be such that the sum received
immediately by the Company, plus, where applicable, that likely to be received subsequently by it, for each share
issued as a result of the issue of these other securities, is at least equal to the issue price defined in the
paragraph above;
9. Resolves that the Board of Directors shall have all powers to implement this delegation of authority and, in
particular, to:
-

decide to issue securities, set the terms and conditions of transactions, determine the form and
characteristics of the securities to be issued and set the subscription conditions, the terms of their
payment, the date from which they carry dividend rights (which may be retroactive), the terms pursuant
to which the securities issued on the basis of this delegation will give access to ordinary shares of the
Company;

-

suspend, where necessary, the exercise of the rights attached to such securities for a maximum period
of three (3) months;

-

charge the amount relating to these capital increases to “share premiums” and draw from the same
account, if it deems it appropriate, the sums required to bring the legal reserve to one-tenth of the new
share capital after each issue;

-

note the completion of the capital increase, make the corresponding modification of the Articles of
Association and perform, directly or through an agent, all operations and formalities related to the capital
increases carried out pursuant to this authorisation;

-

subsequently ensure the preservation of the rights of holders of transferable securities giving deferred
access to the capital of the Company issued pursuant to this delegation, in accordance with legal and
regulatory provisions and, where applicable, the applicable contractual stipulations;

-

take all measures and perform all the requisite formalities for the admission of the securities thus issued
to trading on Euronext Growth Paris and any other market on which the Company’s shares may then be
listed,

10. Takes note of the fact that, in the event that the Board of Directors uses the delegation of authority conferred
on it in this resolution, the Board of Directors, in accordance with the legal and regulatory provisions, will report on
the use made of the authorisations granted in this resolution to the next Ordinary General Meeting;
11. The delegation granted to the Board of Directors pursuant to this resolution is valid for a period of 18 months
from the date of this Meeting.
Nineteenth resolution (Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary
shares of the Company and/or transferable securities giving access to the share capital of the Company, with
preferential subscription rights) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of
extraordinary general meetings, having deliberated and having read the Board of Directors’ report and the
Statutory Auditor’s special report:

1. Delegates to the Board of Directors, with the power to sub-delegate, its power to decide to issue, with
preferential subscription rights, on one or more occasions, in the proportions and at the times of its choosing, both
in France and internationally, ordinary shares or any other transferable securities giving access to the capital of
the Company, to be subscribed for in cash, said shares conferring the same rights as existing shares, subject to
the date of their dividend rights;
2. Resolves that the Board of Directors may set the rights to the shares and/or securities giving access to the
capital of the Company; however, it resolves that any issue of preference shares and securities giving access to
preference shares is expressly excluded;
3. Resolves that the nominal amount of the capital increases that may be carried out by virtue of this delegation of
authority, immediately or in the future, may not exceed a total nominal amount of 941,683.31 euros, it being
specified that this amount will be deducted from the overall nominal ceiling of 1,082,935.80 euros provided for in
the twenty-first resolution of this Meting and that this amount does not take into account the adjustments that may
be made in accordance with the applicable legal and regulatory provisions and, where applicable, to the
contractual stipulations providing for other cases of adjustment, to preserve the rights of the holders of
transferable securities or other rights giving access to the capital;
4. Notes that this delegation automatically entails the waiver by shareholders of their preferential subscription
right to shares or securities giving access to the capital to which these securities entitle holders immediately or in
the future in favour of holders of securities issued pursuant to this resolution and giving access to the capital of
the Company;
5. Resolves that the issue price of the shares issued pursuant to this delegation must be at least equal to the
volume-weighted average share price chosen from a period comprising between five and thirty consecutive
trading sessions among the thirty trading sessions preceding the setting of the issue price, possibly reduced by a
maximum discount of 20%, after adjustment of this amount as needed to take into account the difference in
dividend rights;
6. Resolves that shareholders may exercise, under the conditions provided by law, their preferential subscription
right on an irreducible basis. In addition, the Board of Directors shall have the power to confer on shareholders
the right to subscribe on a reducible basis for a greater number of securities than they are able to subscribe for on
an irreducible basis, in proportion to the subscription rights available to them and, in any event, within the limit of
their demand; if subscriptions on an irreducible basis and, where applicable, on a reducible basis, are not
sufficient to cover the entire issue of shares as defined above, the Board of Directors may use, in the order it
deems appropriate, one and/or other of the options offered by Article L. 225-134 of the French Commercial Code;
7. Resolves that the Board of Directors shall have all powers, with the power to sub-delegate under the conditions
provided by law, to implement this delegation of authority and, in particular, to:
-

decide to issue securities, set the terms and conditions of transactions, determine the form and
characteristics of the securities to be issued and set the subscription conditions, the terms of their
payment, the date from which they carry dividend rights (which may be retroactive), the terms pursuant
to which the securities issued on the basis of this delegation will give access to ordinary shares of the
Company;

-

suspend, where necessary, the exercise of the rights attached to such securities for a maximum period
of three (3) months;

-

charge the amount relating to these capital increases to “share premiums” and draw from the same
account, if it deems it appropriate, the sums required to bring the legal reserve to one-tenth of the new
share capital after each issue;

-

note the completion of the capital increase, make the corresponding modification of the Articles of
Association and perform, directly or through an agent, all operations and formalities related to the capital
increases carried out pursuant to this authorisation;

-

subsequently ensure the preservation of the rights of holders of transferable securities giving deferred
access to the capital of the Company issued pursuant to this delegation, in accordance with legal and
regulatory provisions and, where applicable, the applicable contractual stipulations;

-

take all measures and perform all the requisite formalities for the admission of the securities thus issued
to trading on Euronext Growth Paris and any other market on which the Company’s shares may then be
listed,

-

in addition, the Board of Directors may generally take all necessary measures and conclude all
agreements to achieve the successful completion of the prospective issue, complete all formalities
required for the admission of the issued shares to trading on Euronext Growth or any other market;

8. Takes note of the fact that, in the event that the Board of Directors uses the delegation of authority conferred
on it in this resolution, it will report to the first ordinary General Meeting held after implementation of said
delegation of authority, in accordance with the legal and regulatory provisions, on the use made of this
delegation;
9. This delegation of authority is granted for a period of 26 months from the date of this Meeting.
Twentieth resolution (Authorisation to the Board of Directors, in the event of a capital increase, with or without
shareholders’ preferential subscription rights, to increase the number of securities to be issued) – The General
Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general meetings, having deliberated
and having read the Board of Directors’ report and the Statutory Auditor’s special report, in accordance with the
provisions of Article L. 225-135-1 of the French Commercial Code:
1. Authorises the Board of Directors, with the power to sub-delegate, to increase the number of securities to be
issued for each of the issues with or without preferential subscription rights made pursuant to the sixteenth,
eighteenth and nineteenth resolutions of this Meeting, within thirty days of the closing of the subscription within
the limit of 15% of the initial issue and at the same price as that set for the initial issue; and
2. Resolves that the maximum nominal amount of the capital increases that may be carried out pursuant to this
delegation will be deducted from the overall nominal capital increase ceiling set in the twenty-first resolution of
this Meeting;
3. The authorisation granted to the Board of Directors pursuant to this resolution is valid for a period of 26 months
from the date of this Meeting.
Twenty-first resolution (Overall ceiling on delegations of authority) – The General Meeting, ruling under the
quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general meetings, having deliberated, resolves that the total
amount of the capital increases that may be carried out immediately and/or in the future by virtue of the sixteenth
to nineteenth resolutions of this Meeting, may not exceed a total nominal amount of 1,082,935.80 euros, it being
specified that this overall amount does not take into account the adjustments that may be made in accordance
with the applicable legal and regulatory provisions, and where applicable, the contractual stipulations providing for
other cases of adjustment, in order to preserve the rights of holders of transferable securities or other rights giving
access to the capital.
Twenty-second resolution (Delegation of authority to the Board of Directors for the purpose of issuing ordinary
shares and/or securities giving access to the capital of the Company for the benefit of members of a company
savings plan) – The General Meeting, ruling under the quorum and majority conditions of extraordinary general
meetings, having deliberated and having read of Board of Directors’ report and the Statutory Auditor’s special
report, within the framework of the provisions of Articles L. 3332 -18 et seq. of the French Labour Code and of

Article L. 225-138-1 of the French Commercial Code and in accordance with the provisions of Article L. 225-129-6
of the same Code:
1. Delegates to the Board of Directors all powers to increase, on one or more occasions, in the proportions and at
the times of its choosing, the share capital of the Company by a maximum nominal amount of 2,600 euros, by
issuing shares or other securities giving access to the Company’s capital, reserved for members of a savings plan
of the Company and of French or foreign companies related to it under the conditions set in Article L. 225-180 of
the French Commercial Code and of Article L. 3344-1 of the French Labour Code;
2. Resolves that the subscription price for the new shares shall be set by the Board of Directors in accordance
with the provisions of Article L.3332-20 of the French Labour Code, it being understood that the subscription price
may include a discount, in relation to the value of the share determined by the Board of Directors, of respectively
20% and 30%, depending on whether the shares thus subscribed, directly or indirectly, correspond to assets
whose period of unavailability, as set in the relevant company savings plan is less than 10 years or greater than
or equal to 10 years;
3. The Board of Directors may also decide to replace all or part of the discount by the free allocation of shares or
other securities giving access to the Company’s capital, existing or to be issued, it being stipulated that the total
benefit resulting from this allocation and, where applicable, the discount mentioned above, may not exceed the
total benefit that members of the savings plan would have enjoyed if this difference had been 20% or 30% when
the period of unavailability provided for by the plan in application of Articles L.3332-25 et seq. of the French
Labour Code is greater than or equal to 10 years;
4. Resolves, in application of Article L. 3332-21 of the French Labour Code, that the Board of Directors may also
decide to allocate, free of charge, shares to be issued or already issued or other securities giving access to the
capital of the Company to be issued or already issued, in the form of an employer contribution, provided that their
equivalent monetary value, measured at the subscription price, does not have the effect of exceeding the limits
provided for in Articles L. 3332-10 et seq. of the French Labour Code;
5. Resolves to cancel shareholders’ preferential subscription rights to the new shares to be issued or other
securities giving access to the capital and to the securities to which the securities issued pursuant to this
resolution will entitle holders in favour of members of a company savings plan;
6. Resolves that the characteristics of the other securities giving access to the capital of the Company will be
decided upon by the Board of Directors under the conditions set by regulation;
7. Resolves that the Board of Directors shall have full powers, with the power to delegate or sub-delegate, in
accordance with legal and regulatory provisions, to implement this resolution and in particular to set the terms
and conditions of transactions and set the dates and terms of issues to be performed pursuant to this
authorisation, set the opening and closing dates for subscriptions, the dividend dates of the securities issued, the
terms for paying up shares and other securities giving access to the Company’s capital, grant time limits for the
payment of the shares and, where applicable, the other securities giving access to the capital of the Company,
request the admission to trading of the securities created wherever it decides, note the completion of the capital
increases in the amount of the shares that are effectively subscribed, to carry out, directly or through an agent, all
operations and formalities related to capital increases and, on its sole decision, if it deems it appropriate, to
charge the costs of the capital increases to the amount of the premiums relating to these increases and deduct
from that amount the sums required to take the legal reserve to one-tenth of the new share capital following each
increase; and
8. The delegation thus granted to the Board of Directors is valid for a period of 18 months from the date of this
meeting.
Twenty-third resolution (Powers for formalities) – The General Meeting gives full powers to the bearer of the
original, a copy or an extract of these minutes to complete all legal formalities.

